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Grammar and Syntax

XIV Grammar and Syntax

XIV-1. Sentence
A sentence is usually defined as a group of words that expresses a complete thought1. In
Mártölammë, the simplest sentence is a two-part construction; however, the typical sentence is
usually a three-part construction. The intransitive verb in the predicate builds the two-part
construction for the sentence. Otherwise, any type of verb forms the three-part construction for
the sentence. The parts of the sentence are the predicate, subject, and the complement. The
following sections fully describe these parts in more detail by dissecting the same example.
XIV-1-1. Predicate

The first part of the sentence is common to all two-part and the three-part constructions.
The predicate is the first part of the sentence. The predicate describes what happens in respect to
the subject of the sentence. In the vulgar syntax, the predicate is always the first part of a
sentence. In Mártölammë, the predicate is the anchor for all sentence structures. In addition, it
influences the behavior of all its modifiers and objects.
XIV-1-1-1. Simple Predicate
The simple predicate is the primary verb within the sentence. If the statement possesses
other verbals, the simple predicate serves as the foundation for the primary aspectual and tense
perspectives. In addition, the verb governs the other verbals by providing them a sole point of
reference that they refer to in their context. Hence, the verbals may provide additional aspectual
and tense information that would stem from the predicate. The sentence below shows the simple
predicate, añê, and a verbal, ranto, which its verb governs.
simple predicate

↓

verbal

↓

Añê posˇsu nulmemö háře kesˇsë wendö lőr'ranto vár'behrë ke |
to give (vd.) + glad + wise-man + old + book + lady + (pret.) walk + (ines.) house + adm.

( The old, wise man gladly gives the lady the book before walking
into the house. )
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XIV-1-1-2. Complete Predicate
The complete predicate is all the words that say something about the subject's activity. It
includes the simple predicate and any accompanying modifiers, such as adverbs and other
adverbial forms.2 The following example shows the complete predicate, añê posˇsu.
complete predicate

↓

↓

Añê posˇsu nulmemö háře kesˇsë wendö lőr'ranto vár'behrë ke |
to give (vd.) + glad + wise-man + old + book + lady + (pret.) walk + (ines.) house + adm.

( The old, wise man gladly gives the lady the book before walking
into the house. )
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XIV-1-2. Subject

The second part of the sentence is a common element in most sentences. It usually exists
in most two-part and the three-part sentence constructions. This part is called the subject of the
sentence. The subject is the focus of the message or the topic in the context.
The subject of the sentence is usually in one of two roles. The first role is the agent. As
the agent, the substantive performs the action of the verb.3 The second role is the experiencer. As
the experiencer, the activity of the predicate reflects its activity back to the subject's perspective.4
In these roles, the substantive is always the subject of the predicate.
The subject of the sentence is always in one of two cases: primative and tertitive. The
subject always follows the complete predicate in the vulgar syntax. In the classic syntax, the
subject can be located anywhere within the sentence due to their case markings.
XIV-1-2-1. Simple Subject
A simple subject is a substantive, which is usually a noun or a pronoun. The subject
generally represents a person or a thing, which the complete predicate describes. The following
example shows the simple subject, nulmemö.
simple subject

↓

Añê posˇsu nulmemö háře kesˇsë wendö lőr'ranto vár'behrë ke |
to give (vd.) + glad + wise-man + old + book + lady + (pret.) walk + (ines.) house + adm.

( The old, wise man gladly gives the lady the book before walking
into the house. )
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XIV-1-2-2. Complete Subject
A complete subject is the noun phrase that represents what is discussed in the sentence. It
consists of the simple subject and all the words that modify it, such as adjectives and other
modifiers. The following example shows the complete subject, nulmemö háře.
complete subject

↓

↓

Añê posˇsu nulmemö háře kesˇsë wendö lőr'ranto vár'behrë ke |
to give (vd.) + glad + wise-man + old + book + lady + (pret.) walk + (ines.) house + adm.

( The old, wise man gladly gives the lady the book before walking
into the house. )
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XIV-1-3. Complement

In the three-part construction, the last part of the sentence is the complement. The
complement always provides more information about the subject and it's predicate. More
importantly, it completes the meaning begun by the subject and the predicate.5
The complement in Mártölammë is usually in one of four roles. The direct object
represents the first role. The indirect object denotes the second role. In the third role, it is the
subject complement. The last role represents the objective.
The predicate can possess up to three primary objects in the sentence, which is
determined by its transivity. The primary objects are the subject, direct object, and indirect
object. The case structure governs these primary objects; hence, they are easily located in the
sentence. For example, the direct object is always in one of two cases: primative and
secundative. As for the indirect object, it is always in the secundative case.
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The direct object always follows the subject in the vulgar syntax. In addition, the indirect
object always follows the direct object in the vulgar syntax. In the classic syntax, these can be
located anywhere within the sentence due to their case markings.
The predicate can possess an unlimited number of secondary objects. The subject
complements and the objectives represent these kinds of objects. The secondary objects are
independent of the case system.
XIV-1-3-1. Direct Objects
A direct object is a substantive that identifies what the activity from the predicate acts
upon it.6 As described earlier, the action from the predicate affects the direct object.7 Hence, the
direct object of the sentence plays the role of the patient.
As with the subject, the direct object may possess modifiers. The noun phrase will
include the direct object and all the words that modify it, such as adjectives and other modifiers.
The following example shows the noun phrase, kesˇhüłë hvese, where the direct object, kesˇhüłë,
precedes its modifier, hvese.
direct object

↓

↓

Añê posˇsu nulmemö háře kesˇhüłë hvese wendö lőr'ranto
vár'behrë ke |
to give (vd.) + glad + wise-man + old + book-blue + new + lady + (pret.) walk +
(ines.) house + adm.

( The old, wise man gladly gives the lady the new blue book before
walking into the house. )
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XIV-1-3-2. Indirect Objects
An indirect object is a substantive that serves two roles. The first role is the beneficiary.
This identifies the substantive that benefits from the activity in the predicate.8 The second role is
the goal. Hence, this role shows the reason for the activity towards the indirect object.9
As with the direct object, the indirect object may possess modifiers. The noun phrase will
include the indirect object and all the words that modify it, such as adjectives and other
modifiers. The following example shows the indirect object, wendö, which has no accompanying
modifiers.
indirect object

↓

Añê posˇsu nulmemö háře kesˇhüłë hvese wendö lőr'ranto
vár'behrë ke |
to give (vd.) + glad + wise-man + old + book-blue + new + lady + (pret.) walk +
(ines.) house + adm.

( The old, wise man gladly gives the lady the new blue book before
walking into the house. )
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XIV-1-3-3. Subject Complements
A subject complement is a substantive or an adjective that follows the predicate and it
completes the meaning of the sentence. The subject complement provides additional information
that describes the subject. The predicate adjectives and predicate verbals are two types of subject
complements.
In English, everyone is familiar with the first type of the subject complements. These are
predicate adjectives that follow the verb and they modify the subject of the sentence. In the
example sentence, "the day is hot." The predicate adjective, hot, modifies its subject, day.
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In Mártölammë, the permansive verb forms usually replace the predicate adjective and
the verb for its thought and action as in the first example sentence, "the day is hot." The first
example does not contain a predicate adjective; instead, the verb, dérzhê, incorporates its
meaning. However, some verbs accept the predicate adjective. In the second example sentence,
the predicate adjective, dérzhe, modifies the subject, räwë.

J«d·
rA,
.wE

permansive predicate

↓

Dérzhê räwë |
to be hot (vi-ps.) + day

( The day is hot. )

t«y²
rA,
,we
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.

predicate adjective

↓

Yeltê räwë dérzhe |
to feel (vi-ps.) + day + hot

( The day feels hot. )

The second type of subject complements represents the predicate verbals. In English,
these are the word forms that are the infinitives and the participles. These add more information
to the context usually as verbal clauses. In the following example, the predicate verbal, ranto,
heads the pretempive objective clause, lőr'ranto [pa] vár'behrë ke. The subject of the clause is
the understood third person dual pronoun, pa, representing the two individuals in the context.
The illative admotive phrase, vár'behrë ke, follows the subject. The illative admotive phrase
consists of the illative objective, vár'behrë, followed by the admotive particle, ke.
predicate verbal

↓

Añê posˇsu nulmemö háře kesˇsë wendö lőr'ranto vár'behrë ke |
to give (vd.) + glad + wise-man + old + book + lady + (pret.) walk + (ines.) house + adm.

( The old, wise man gladly gives the lady the book before walking
into the house. )
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In the next example, the predicate verbal, siklo, heads the adverbial subordinate clause,
siklo [pe] anˇnimesi. The subject of this clause is the understood first person singular pronoun,
pe, which represents the old, wise man in the context. The object of the verbal, anˇnimesi,
follows the subject.
As mentioned in previous chapters, the principle clause governs the predicate in the
subordinate clause. In the following example, the verb, vanutê, governs the predicate verbal,
siklo. The scope of the predicate in the subordinate clause falls within the scope of the principle
predicate. It is noteworthy to understand how the aspects and tenses relate to each other.
In the following example, let us examine the situation between the arrival and the
bringing. During the time of his arrival in the predicate, the man brought the many gifts. The
verbal in the clause is in the same aspect and tense of the predicate, which means that the arrival
of the man and the bringing of the many gifts occurred concurrently.
predicate verbal

↓

Vanutê tenwu nulmemö háře siklo anˇnimesi |
to arrive (vi.) + final + wise-man + old + bring (vbl.) + gift-many (pl.)

( The old, wise man finally arrives bringing many gifts. )
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Grammar and Syntax
XIV-1-3-4. Objectives
An objective usually follows after the object of the verb that it modifies. If the objective
modifies the sentence, it modifies the predicate and it follows last. In the example below, the
objective modifies the direct object of the predicate. The objective, she'anˇnë, modifies the direct
object, kesˇsë, in the example sentence below.
objective

↓

Añê posˇsu t'nulmemö háře kesˇsë she'anˇnë d'wendö |
to give (vd.) + glad + wise-man + old + book + (equa.) gift + lady

( The old, wise man gladly gives the lady the book as a gift. -orThe old, wise man gladly gives the book as a gift to the lady. )
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XIV-2. Phrases
The phrase is a common element in most sentences. It is defined as a group of words that
works as a syntactic unit expressing something within the sentence.10 The phrase usually contains
a head word, which one or more modifiers or particles follow it.
For example, the complete predicate is considered a verb phrase in some languages. In
Mártölammë, the verb phrase is the simplest sentence, which can exist as one word, a verb,
where its subject is understood. Generally, the verb phrase is the foundation for all Mártölamme
sentences. Previously stated, the predicate is the anchor for all sentence structures. In addition, it
influences the behavior of all its modifiers and objects.
XIV-2-1. Phrase Type

The predicate governs any phrase as any other syntactic object that exists in the sentence.
It will treat the phrase as one of its objects, such as a noun, an adjective, and an adverb. Hence,
the use of the phrase determines the type of phrase. The phrase augments the information in the
context by one of three ways: substantival, adjectival, and adverbial.
XIV-2-1-1. Substantival
The substantival phrase is the noun phrase in English. In Mártölammë, the predicate
treats the substantival phrase as a substantive. This phrase possesses a substantive as its head and
the following modifiers accompany the head substantive. The head substantive can be either a
noun or a verbal.
In the example below, the substantival phrase contains a verbal and its modifier. The
head of the phrase is the verbal, rantiyo, in the middle voice, which marks a reflexive activity in
the subject. The modifier, na'sembe, represents the meaning "the benefit of health" that is
reflected back to the verbal. The verbal translates to "walking oneself" and it is further described
by its modifier. Hence, the substantival phrase, rantiyo na'sembe, translates to "walking oneself
for the benefit of health."
substantival phrase

↓

↓

Istérzê rantiyo na'sembe d'pohtˇtambë |
to be (vt-ps-dura.) + walk (vbl-mv.) + (bene.) health + habit-good

( Walking for one's health is always a good habit. )
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Grammar and Syntax
The complete subject is another example of a substantival phrase. Previously, the
example shows the complete subject, nulmemö háře. The head noun of the phrase is the wise
man, nulmemö. The modifier, háře, follows the head noun, where it augments the description of
the wise man.
substantival phrase

↓

↓

Añê posˇsu nulmemö háře kesˇsë wendö lőr'ranto vár'behrë ke |
to give (vd.) + glad + wise-man + old + book + lady + (pret.) walk + (ines.) house + adm.

( The old, wise man gladly gives the lady the book before walking
into the house. )
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In the next example, we previously examined the noun phrase with the direct object as
the head noun. In this phrase, the equative objective, she'anˇnë, modifies the direct object, kesˇsë,
of the predicate.
substantival phrase

↓
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↓

Añê posˇsu t'nulmemö háře kesˇsë she'anˇnë d'wendö |
to give (vd.) + glad + wise-man + old + book + (equa.) gift + lady

( The old, wise man gladly gives the lady the book as a gift. -orThe old, wise man gladly gives the book as a gift to the lady. )
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XIV-2-1-2. Adjectival
The adjectival phrase is the adjective phrase in English. In Mártölammë, the predicate
treats the adjectival phrase as an adjective. This phrase possesses an adjective, a noun, a verbal,
or an objective as its head. The modifiers follow the head word of the phrase.
Previously, we examined the illative admotive phrase, vár'behrë ke. This phrase consists
of the illative objective, vár'behrë, and the admotive particle, ke, follows the objective it
modifies. From the sentence, one can easily observe that this phrase modifies the head of the
pretempive objective clause, ranto. The head, ranto, is the predicate of the clause and the illative
admotive phrase, vár'behrë ke, is one of its objects.
adjectival phrase

↓

↓

Añê posˇsu nulmemö háře kesˇsë wendö lőr'ranto vár'behrë ke |
to give (vd.) + glad + wise-man + old + book + lady + (pret.) walk + (ines.) house + adm.

( The old, wise man gladly gives the lady the book before walking
into the house. )
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In another example, the adjectival phrase is a compound adjective, nekˇne ár mórte. The
two adjectives are separated by the conjunction particle, ár. In the example below, the adjectival
phrase modifies the object of the predicate, tîchˇhářö. Furthermore, this excerpt contains an
understood subject from previous discourse not stated in this example. By examination, you
discover that the classic syntax assists in determining the object of the predicate. Otherwise, the
subject must be stated when using the vulgar syntax and the use of the case marker becomes
optional on the object.
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adjectival phrase

↓

...

↓

Ku'zaletesê [rë] d'tîchˇhářö nekˇne ár mórte |
to discover (vt-pf-pt-pa.) [+ we-few (inc.)] + wretch-old + weary + and + sick

( The old wretch was discovered weary and sick. )
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XIV-2-1-3. Adverbial
The adverbial phrase is the adverb phrase in English. In Mártölammë, the predicate treats
the adverbial phrase as an adverb. This phrase possesses an adverb, a noun, a verbal, or an
objective as its head. The modifiers follow the head word of the phrase. All adverbial phrases
add more information about the activity in the predicate.
The following example contains an adverbial phrase, gárdiso talanu. The head of the
phrase is the verbal, gárdiso, and the adverb number, talanu, modifies it. This phrase modifies
the predicate, ku'resyasê.

,so reŹ
lata s«æe
.nu ye,
Ż,
dig¦

adverbial phrase

↓

↓

Ku'resyesê ye gárdiso talanu |
to bathe (vt-pf-pt-pa.) + I + wash (vbl-pa-mv.) + twice

( I bathed washing myself twice. )

The next example is a question containing an adverbial phrase, olamu go'rânˇno. The
head of the phrase is the adverb, olamu, and the verbal, go'rânˇno, modifies it. This phrase
modifies the predicate, katê.
adverbial phrase

↓

↓

Katê ru olamu go'rânˇno da |
to have (vt-pf.) + we (inc-pl.) + enough + to eat (vbl-pt.) + inter.

( Do we have enough to eat? )

XIV-3. Clauses
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The clause is another common element in most sentences. As the phrase, it works as a
syntactic unit expressing something within the sentence. However, the clause possesses a
predicate and a subject.11 Simply, the clause is a simple sentence. The structure of the clause is
same as the sentence, where it possesses the predicate, the subject, and the complement.
XIV-3-1. Principle Clauses

The principle clause is the main clause because it represents a complete thought.12 In
addition, the principle clause may contain other clauses as one of the objects of its primary
predicate. The primary predicate serves as the focal point for all verbal references in all of its
phrases and clauses. More importantly, this predicate governs all other objects. All the objects,
phrases, and clauses from the principle clause add further information about the primary
predicate's subject. One possible construct is displayed below.
Primary predicate + subject + object + { phrase } + [clause: predicate + subject + object + { phrase } ]
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Two example sentences display the principle clauses below.
------------------- principle clause ------------------

↓

...

...

...

... ↓

Añê posˇsu nulmemö háře kesˇsë wendö lőr'ranto vár'behrë ke |
to give (vd.) + glad + wise-man + old + book + lady + (pret.) walk + (ines.) house + adm.

( The old, wise man gladly gives the lady the book before walking
into the house. )
principle clause

↓

↓
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>Ǝ<nOtÄŕ<|im`D£<dO~·<sotanokeŻƆ<|Os`×i<s«FehiŹ
Ku'histesê prisˇsö no'kenotaso érdö ðâmˇmi vár'túrnö ke |
to escape (vi-pf-pt-pa.) + beast + to attack (rel-vbl-pa.) + which + people (pl.) + (ines.) forest + adm.

( The beast, which attacked the people, escaped into the forest. )

XIV-3-2. Subordinate Clauses

The subordinate clause is the dependent clause because it adds subsequent information to
the main clause. Since the subordinate clause serves a purpose within the principle clause, this
clause is another object in the sentence. As the object of the primary predicate, the structure of
the subordinate clause is same as the main clause, where it possesses a predicate, subject, and
complement.
The primary predicate governs any subordinate clause as any other syntactic object that
exists in the sentence. It will treat the clause as one of its objects, such as a noun, an adjective,
and an adverb. Hence, the use of the subordinate clause determines the type as one of the
following: substantival, adjectival, and adverbial.
XIV-3-2-1. Substantival
The substantival clause is the noun clause in English. In Mártölammë, the predicate treats
the substantival clause as a substantive. This clause possesses a predicate as its head and a
subject following the predicate. If other modifiers exist, they follow the subject of the clause.
The predicate of the clause may be introduced as in the following example. Pertaining to
relative clauses, the relative particle, Ɔ , always introduces this type of clause. Hence, the relative
particle introduces the head of the relative clause by prefixation. The verbal, kenotaso, anchors
the subordinate clause to the sentence. The subject of the relative clause is the relative pronoun,
érdö, whose antecedent is the beast in the principle clause. The object of the predicate, ðâmˇmi,
denotes who received the sudden attack as described in the head of the clause.
---subordinate clause---

↓

...

...

↓

Ku'histesê prisˇsö no'kenotaso érdö ðâmˇmi vár'túrnö ke |
to escape (vi-pf-pt-pa.) + beast + to attack (rel-vbl-pa.) + which + people (pl.) +
(ines.) forest + adm.

( The beast, which attacked the people, escaped into the forest. )
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Another situation for an introduced subordinate clause is in the next example. An
objective always introduces the objective clause. The pretempive objective clause, lőr'ranto [pa]
vár'behrë ke, contains the head of the clause, lőr'ranto. The pretempive objective affix, Ų ,
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introduces the predicate of the clause, which is the verbal, ranto. The subject of this clause is the
understood third person dual pronoun, pa, whose antecedents are the two individuals identified
in the principle clause. The head of the clause also governs the illative admotive phrase,
vár'behrë ke, as one of its objects.
---subordinate clause---

↓

...

...

↓

Añê posˇsu nulmemö háře kesˇsë wendö lőr'ranto vár'behrë ke |
to give (vd.) + glad + wise-man + old + book + lady + (pret.) walk + (ines.) house + adm.

( The old, wise man gladly gives the lady the book before walking
into the house. )
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In other situations, the subordinate clause is not introduced. In almost all these situations,
a verbal clause is the subordinate clause. In the example sentence below, the verbal clause,
yinˇno yelnêmeldi, contains the head of the clause, which is the verbal, yinˇno. The subject of this
clause is the love songs, yelnêmeldi, that identify what is rehearsed in the principle clause.
subordinate clause

↓

↓

Tírgê sruzö yinˇno yelnêmeldi na'natˇnë |
to practice (vi-ps.) + wife (sororal) + to sing (vbl.) + song-love (pl.) + (bene.) charity

( The sororal wife rehearses singing the love songs for a charity. )
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XIV-3-2-2. Adjectival
The adjectival clause is the adjective clause in English. In Mártölammë, the predicate
treats the adjectival clause as an adjective. This clause possesses an adjective, a noun, a verbal,
or an objective as its head. The modifiers follow the head word of the clause.
The first example of the adjectival clause uses a verbal, kusho, as the head of the clause.
The subject of this clause is the red flag, dayêgóryë. The head of the clause also governs the
superessive immotive púrmë, gül'tôlidêtulë, as one of its objects.
--------subordinate clause--------

↓ ...

...

... ↓

Izˇnê gwéřö kusho dayêgóryë gül'tôlidêtulë d'Mandö |
to call (vt-ps.) + man-young + to wave (vbl.) + banner-red + (supim.) hill-far + Mandö

( The young man waving the red flag on the far hill is named Mandö. )
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In the next example, the sentence possesses an adjectival clause that is a relative clause.
For this sentence, the case activity within the sentence requires a brief explanation. The primary
verb is transitive; however, the verbal in modus participialis assumes the ditransitive
characteristic.
The principle clause has a transitive verb; hence, all the objects of the predicate are in the
primative and secundative cases. The subject is the understood substantive, be, and it is in the
primative case. The object of the predicate is the book, kesˇsë, and it is in the secundative case.
The subordinate clause is the relative clause that contains the ditransitive verbal, añaso.
The relative particle, no', introduces the verbal as the head of the clause. The subject of this
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clause is the teacher, noldířö, and it is in the tertitive case. The assumed direct object is the
demonstrative pronoun, be, and it is in the primative case. Lastly, the indirect object is the
personal pronoun, ye, which is in the secundative case.
----- subordinate clause -----

↓

...

...

↓

>yed'<ROd¯n¿t'<soNa~aŻƆ<|Es`ked'<F«~i
Istê d'kesˇsë no'añaso t'noldířö d'ye |
to be (vt-ps,) + book + to give (rel-vbl-pa.) + teacher + me

( This is the book that the teacher gave me. )

The classic syntax is a system that allows the use of dropping of key objects, which
represent the unspoken and understood objects of the predicate. If one chooses not to say this
sentence in the classic syntax, the person must speak out all the objects of the sentence. Hence,
the sentence changes to the following example.

>ye<be<ROd¯n¿<soNa~aŻƆ<|Es`ke<be<F«~i
Istê be kesˇsë no'añaso noldířö be ye |
to be (vt-ps,) + this + book + to give (rel-vbl-pa.) + teacher + this + me

( This is the book that the teacher gave me. )

XIV-3-2-3. Adverbial
The adverbial clause is the adverb clause in English. In Mártölammë, the predicate treats
the adverbial clause as an adverb. This clause possesses an adverb, a noun, a verbal, or an
objective as its head. In the example sentence below, the objective clause, da'shaŋo belúřonë, is
an adverbial clause. The causative particle introduces the head of the clause, which is the verbal,
shaŋo. The subject of this clause is the Great Storm, belúřonë.
subordinate clause

↓

↓

Histesê nenˇni d'behrupi da'shaŋo belúřonë |
to flee (vi-pf-pa.) + people + house-their + (caus.) to approach (vbl.) + great-storm

( The people fled their homes because the hurricane approaches. )
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In the next sentence below, the relative adverb, reyu, acts as a conjunctive adverb that
heads the adverbial clause. The predicate of the clause is the verbal, vanutaso. The subject of this
clause is the exclusive pronoun, yi, which separates a group of individuals from the antecedent in
the principle clause because they arrived from their occupations at the time of the meeting.
-------- subordinate clause --------

↓ ...

...

...

↓

Ku'remyesê ðâmema ru reyu vanutaso yi bantamonë |
to meet (vi-pf-pt-pa.) + man (dl.) + us (inc.) + when + to arrive (vbl-pa.) + we (exc.)
+ (abla.) workplace

( The two men met us when we arrived from work. )
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